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Abstract
Variable length codes are often used for data transmission. However, a single bit error may
cause the loss of some or all subsequent data due to loss of decoder synchronization. It is nec-
essary to devise schemes that resynchronize the decoder to allow the data to again be decoded
correctly. Some applications require that the scheme also maintains the position of the decoded
symbols in the data stream. Recently, Lam and Kulkarni introduced the concept of an extended
synchronizing codeword (ESC) which can be used with an appropriate scheme to prevent prop-
agation errors and also symbol shift errors. We extend their work and show how ESC’s can be
generated with minimal overhead. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Variable length codes are often used for data transmission since they allow the data
transmission rate to be improved. However, a single bit error can cause loss of syn-
chronization of the decoder and the loss of some or all subsequent data. Earlier work
has shown how to reduce error propagation in Hu;man and Hu;man equivalent codes
by the use of synchronizing codewords [1,2,6]. Synchronizing codewords have the ad-
vantage that they can be incorporated into the design of the code without requiring any
added redundancy. A synchronizing codeword has the property that after the string of
symbols representing the codeword is received without error, the decoder will be back
in synchronization, regardless of any preceding slippage. This type of synchronization
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is often referred to as weak synchronization, since the position of the decoded data is
not preserved.
Many applications require that after synchronization, it should be possible to place
the decoded data in the appropriate position in the data stream. Schemes that preserve
the position of the decoded data are often referred to as strong synchronization schemes.
Recently, schemes have been devised that make this a practical possibility without the
addition of ‘too much’ overhead [7–9]. In these schemes, the major diIculty is the
overcoming of insertion errors, i.e. the decoder identifying a naturally occurring bit
sequence in the data that matches the reserved synchronizing word and so believes
that it has for example found an end of block marker. Lam and Kulkarni [4] intro-
duced the concept of an extended synchronizing codeword (ESC). These codewords
cannot be formed from any concatenation of codewords, and thus require additional
overhead. Similar ideas have also been suggested by Lei and Sun [5]. The use of
ESC’s with an appropriate scheme can prevent propagation errors and also symbol
shift errors.
Lam and Kulkarni [4] considered making the longest codeword of a binary pre-
%x code into an extended synchronizing codeword. This is achieved by performing a
‘rearrangement’ of the code, which amongst other things makes one of the longest code-
words the all-one string. The extended synchronizing codeword is formed by adding
1d0 to the all-one codeword, where d is the depth of the maximal subtree of the code.
This result leads on to some upper bounds on the amount of overhead needed to design
a binary pre%x code with an extended synchronizing codeword.
In this paper, we extend Lam and Kulkarni’s work. First, we give lower bounds
on the length of an extended synchronizing codeword given that it is formed from a
complete pre%x code with only one codeword extended. We then provide an algorithm
which achieves these bounds given that the extended codeword becomes the extended
synchronizing codeword. It should be noted that our algorithm does not require the
longest codeword to be the extended codeword and all our results hold for q-ary
complete pre%x codes. Finally, we provide some examples of codes with extended
synchronizing codewords.
2. Preliminaries
Let Y be the set of symbols in alphabet A of size q and let Y n be the set of all
sequences of length n of elements of Y . Furthermore, let Y+=
⋃
n¿1 Y
n and Y ∗=Y+∪
{} where  is the empty sequence. A code C is a %nite subset of Y+. Let Ly be an
element in the set Y\{y}.
We use the term pre%x in the normal sense, that is if x; z ∈ Y+ then x is a pre%x
of z if there exists some y ∈ Y ∗ such that xy = z. Similarly, if y; z ∈ Y+ then y is
a suIx of z if there exists some x ∈ Y ∗ such that xy = z. A code is called a pre%x
code if there does not exist any x and z in the code such that x is a pre%x z. Let p(c)
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be all the pre%xes of a string c, (including the empty string and itself) and let p(C)
be the set of pre%xes of all codewords of C. Similarly, let s(c) be all the suIxes of
a string c and let s(C) be the set of suIxes of all codewords of C.
Let ni be the number of codewords of length i in a code C and let the vector
(n1; : : : ; nM ) be the length vector of the code where M is the maximum length of any
codeword in C. All pre%x codes have a length vector (n1; : : : ; nM ) which satis%es the
Kraft inequality that is
M∑
i=1
ni × q−i61:
A complete pre%x code satis%es this with equality.
Hu;man [3] gives a method for generating pre%x codes that are optimal in the sense
of having the smallest average codeword length. In the binary case, the one of the most
practical signi%cance, any code that achieves this average codeword length is complete.
In this paper, we restrict our attention to adding extended synchronizing codewords to
complete pre%x codes.
There is a natural correspondence between q-ary pre%x codes and q-ary trees. In a
q-ary tree, every node has between 0 and q child nodes and each branch to a child is
labelled with a di;erent element of the alphabet A. A node is called a leaf node, if it
has no children and an internal node otherwise. The labelling of the branches leading
to each leaf node give the codewords of the code. In the tree of a complete q-ary
pre%x code, every node is either a leaf node or has q children. Let Ii be the number
of internal nodes at depth i in the tree of a code with length vector (n1; : : : ; nM ). Then
I0 = 1 and Ii = (Ii−1 × q)− ni for 16i6M − 1.
Denition 1. A code C has a full depth d subtree if for some p ∈ p(C) all the strings
px1 : : : xd ∈ p(C) where xi ∈ A.
We will be particularly concerned with codes that have full depth d subtrees that
are complete, that is every node in the subtree has either q children or no children.
Now, consider the properties of an ESC. The following de%nition was given by Lam
and Kulkarni [4].
Denition 2. A codeword c of a pre%x code C is an extended synchronizing codeword
if it satis%es the following conditions:
1. For every nonempty  ∈ X ∗ which is a suIx of some codeword of C, if c = 
and  = c, then  = , where  is empty or a sequence of codewords, and  is
not empty, is not a pre%x of any other codeword, and no codeword is a pre%x
of .
2. c is not a substring of any other codeword.
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In this paper, we use b to denote the length of the codeword that is extended and l
to denote the length of the extended synchronizing codeword.
There is essentially no di;erence between the case of complete binary pre%x codes
and that of complete q-ary pre%x codes. We therefore advise the reader to focus on
binary codes and then the extension to q-ary codes follows automatically.
3. Lower bounds on the length of an ESC
In [4], the length of the extension needed to form the extended synchronizing
codeword is based on the depth of the code’s deepest full subtree. This concept is
not general enough to always give the optimal solution. Two codes that have the
same length vector (and hence same average codeword length) can have di;erent
deepest full subtree depths. In this case, one extension would be longer than the
other and the longer extension is clearly not optimal. This is further illustrated in
Example 3.
Example 3. Consider the length vector (0; 1; 1; 10).
Let C = {10; 110; 1110; 1111; 0000; 0001; 00010; 0011; 0100; 0101; 0110; 0111}. This
has a full depth 3 subtree as its deepest full subtree. Using the techniques of [4],
1110 is added to 1111 to make it an extended synchronizing codeword.
Let C′ = {10; 011; 1100; 1101; 1110; 1111; 0000; 0001; 00010; 0011; 0100; 0101}. This
has a full depth 2 subtree as its deepest full subtree and hence only requires an exten-
sion of length 3 to form an extended synchronizing codeword.
In this paper, we consider %nding the shortest extended synchronizing codeword
given a length vector and the length of the codeword to be extended. To this end, we
de%ne dmin as the minimum depth of the deepest full subtree over all codes with the
given length vector.
Denition 4. Let dmin = max{k|Ii −
∑k−1
j=1 ni+j ¿ 0 for some i and k6M − i}. Let
Si =max{0; Ii −
∑dmin−1
j=1 ni+j} for 06i6M − dmin.
Lemma 5. Every complete pre8x code with length vector (n1; : : : ; nM ) has at least Si
full depth dmin subtrees starting at length i for 06i6M − dmin. Furthermore Si ¿ 0
for some i.
Proof: At length i extend Ii nodes, giving a maximum of Ii full subtrees of any depth.
Over the next (k − 1) lengths terminate ∑k−1j=1 ni+j nodes, reducing the number of full
depth k subtrees by at most this amount. Hence Si is the minimum number of full
depth dmin subtrees starting at length i.
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Suppose Si = 0 for all i. This implies that Ii −
∑dmin−1
j=1 ni+j60 for all i, which
contradicts the way dmin is calculated. Hence there exists an Si ¿ 0 for some i.
We now give a lower bound on the length of an extended synchronizing codeword
of a code given that it is formed from a complete pre%x code with only one codeword
extended.
Theorem 6. Let (n1; : : : ; nM ) be the length vector of a complete pre8x code. Let C
be a code satisfying this length vector except one codeword of length b has been
extended. Suppose C contains an extended synchronizing codeword that has length
l; then l¿b + dmin. Furthermore; suppose that Si¿2 for some i or Si¿1 for some
i¿b− dmin ; then l¿b+ dmin + 1.
Proof: Lemma 5 shows that every complete pre%x code with length vector (n1; : : : ; nM )
has at least one full depth dmin subtree that is complete. Hence every code with this
length vector must have at least 2 full depth dmin−1 subtrees, which are complete. As
only one codeword is extended C must have at least one full depth dmin − 1 subtree,
that is complete.
Consider any string  of length less than b+ dmin. As C has a full depth dmin − 1
subtree that is complete, then either  is a substring of some codeword in C or =
where  is a suIx of some codeword and has length at least dmin − 1. If  is a
substring of a codeword then it contradicts the second property of De%nition 2 and
hence it is not an extended synchronizing codeword. Now suppose  is not a substring
of a codeword. Then  =  where  is the suIx of some codeword, say c0 and
 is at least dmin − 1 in length. This implies that  has at most length b. As C is a
complete pre%x code with only a codeword of length b extended, then  is a pre%x of a
sequence of codewords c1 : : : cs. Hence  is a substring of c0c1 : : : cs and by condition 1
of De%nition 2, it is not an extended synchronizing codeword. Therefore any extended
synchronizing codeword of C must have length at least b+ dmin.
The second part of the proof follows in the same manner as the %rst part, however,
it is necessary to show that under the given conditions C has a full depth dmin subtree
that is complete.
Suppose Si¿2 for some i. By Lemma 5, every code with length vector (n1; : : : ; nM )
has at least two full depth dmin subtrees that are complete starting at some length i. As
only one codeword is extended to form C, then C must have at least one full depth
dmin subtree that is complete.
Now suppose Si¿1 for some i¿b − dmin. Again, by Lemma 5 any code with
length vector (n1; : : : ; nM ) must have at least one full depth dmin subtree that is complete
starting at some length i¿b−dmin. No node in this subtree is terminated before length
i+dmin ¿b. To form the code C only a length b codeword is extended. Therefore no
codewords in this subtree are extended and hence C has at least one full depth dmin
subtree that is complete.
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4. Generating prex codes with an optimal ESC
In this section, we present an algorithm that generates codes with an extended syn-
chronizing codeword. We consider the codes as trees and build the tree one length at a
time. The codes constructed are complete pre%x codes that have one of their codewords
extended to turn it into an extended synchronizing codeword. It is then shown that the
length of the extension achieves the lower bounds of Theorem 6.
Algorithm 1.
For i = 1 to M − 1
If i¡b then
extend 1i
terminate the ni nodes with largest all-one su;xes
End if
If i = b then
terminate 1i
terminate the ni − 1 nodes with largest all-one su;xes
End if
If i¿b then
terminate the ni nodes with largest all-one su;xes
End if
Extend remaining nodes
End for
Terminate the length M nodes.
Let e = largest all-one su;x of any codeword apart from the all-one codeword.
Extend 1b by 1e0 to form 1b+e0
We now show that Algorithm 1 generates codes of the correct form.
Theorem 7. Let (n1; : : : ; nM ) be the length vector of a complete pre8x code. Then
Algorithm 1 generates a code C′ with length vector (n′1; : : : ; n
′
M ′) where n
′
i = ni for
i = b and i = b+ e+1; n′b = nb − 1 and n′b+e+1 = nb+e+1 + 1 and the codeword 1b+e0
is an extended synchronizing codeword.
Proof: Suppose a code C′ is generated by Algorithm 1. We must show that the code
C′ has length vector satisfying the conditions of the theorem and also that 1b+e0 is an
extended synchronizing codeword.
Let us consider the length vector. At length i¡b; ni nodes are terminated. At length
i = b, 1i and another ni − 1 nodes are terminated. At length b¡ i6M − 1, ni nodes
are terminated. At length M , the remaining nodes are terminated. The vector 1b is
extended to length b + e + 1. Hence C′ has length vector (n1; : : : ; nM ) where n′i = ni
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for i = b and i = b+ e + 1; n′b = nb − 1 and n′b+e+1 = nb+e+1 + 1. Hence C′ is of the
correct form.
We now show that 1b+e0 is an extended synchronizing codeword. Consider condition
2 of De%nition 2. Suppose b=M then ib+e0 is the largest codeword in the code and
hence cannot be a substring of any other codeword. Now suppose b¡M and 1b+e0
is a substring of another codeword in C, then there is a codeword in C of the form
x1b+e0y where x; y ∈ Y ∗ and hence there is a codeword of the form x1b+e1k for k¿1
in C. Then there is a codeword with all-one suIx of length ¿b+ e. But by de%nition
e is the length of the longest all-one suIx (apart from the all-one codeword) in C.
Hence we have a contradiction. Thus 1b+e0 is not a substring of any other codeword
satisfying condition 2 of De%nition 2.
Now consider condition 1 of De%nition 2. From Algorithm 1 all suIxes in the code
(apart from the all-one codeword) have length at most e. Hence if the codeword 1b+e0
is decomposed into two parts with the %rst being a suIx of some other codeword, then
the second part will be a binary string of the form 1k0 where b6k6b+e. However, the
largest pre%x consisting of entirely ones (excluding the all-one codeword) has length
b− 1. Hence, 1k0 is not a pre%x of any other codeword, so condition 1 of De%nition
2 is satis%ed.
We now show that the lower bounds on the length of an extended synchronizing
codeword given above are tight. From now on we consider extending a codeword to
make it an extended synchronizing codeword whereas before we considered extending
one codeword to make some codeword (possibly the same one) an extended synchro-
nizing codeword.
An upper bound on e is now given that coincides with the lower bounds from
Theorem 6.
Theorem 8. In Algorithm 1; e6dmin. Furthermore; if Si61 for i6b − dmin and 0
otherwise; then e6dmin − 1.
Proof: Recall that e is the largest all-one suIx of any codeword apart from the all-one
codeword. Hence if it can be shown that none of these codewords end in at least dmin+1
ones, then e6dmin. In other words, it must be shown that there exists no codeword
except perhaps the all-one codeword of length i+dmin+1, that ends in at least dmin+1
ones for 06i6M − (dmin + 1). First consider b6i6M − (dmin + 1). At each length i,
Ii nodes are extended. This gives a possibility of Ii nodes ending in at least dmin + 1
ones at length i + dmin + 1. Over the next dmin steps
∑dmin
j=1 ni+j nodes are terminated.
By the de%nition of dmin,
Ii ¡
dmin∑
j=1
ni+j:
Therefore at length i+dmin +1 for b6i6M−(dmin +1) there are no nodes that end in
at least dmin +1 ones. Now consider 06i¡b. At each length i, Ii nodes are extended.
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As i¡b, one of these nodes is the all-one node, hence at length i + dmin + 1 there
can only possibly be Ii − 1 nodes that end in at least dmin + 1 ones and are not the
all-one node. Over the next dmin steps
∑dmin
j=1 ni+j nodes are terminated, one of which
might be the all-one codeword. By de%nition of dmin
Ii − 1¡


dmin∑
j=1
ni+j

− 1:
Therefore at length i + dmin + 1 for 06i¡b there are no nodes that end in at least
dmin + 1 ones. Hence e6dmin.
Now suppose that Si61 for i6b− dmin and Si = 0 for i¿b− dmin. Similar to the
%rst part of the proof, it must shown that there exists no codeword of length i + dmin
except maybe the all-one codeword, that ends in at least dmin ones for 06i6M−dmin.
First consider any i where b6i6M−dmin. Following from the %rst part of the proof it
is known that there are Ii possibilities for nodes ending in at least dmin ones at length
i + dmin. Over the next dmin − 1 lengths,
∑dmin−1
j=1 ni+j nodes are terminated. But, by
the de%nition of dmin,
Ii −
dmin−1∑
j=1
ni+j6Si60:
Therefore there are no nodes that end in at least dmin ones of lengths i + dmin where
b6i6M−dmin. Now consider max{0; b−dmin}¡i¡b. Following the %rst part of the
proof we know that there are Ii − 1 possibilities for nodes ending in at least dmin ones
at length i + dmin. Over the next dmin − 1 lengths,
∑dmin−1
j=1 ni+j nodes are terminated.
One of these is the all-one codeword. From the de%nition of dmin we get
Ii − 1−




dmin−1∑
j=1
ni+j

− 1

6Si60:
Therefore there are no nodes that end in at least dmin ones of lengths i + dmin where
max{0; b − dmin}¡i¡b. Finally consider 06i6b − dmin. Following the %rst part
of the proof, we know that there are Ii − 1 possibilities for nodes ending in at least
dmin ones at length i + dmin. Over the next dmin − 1 lengths,
∑dmin−1
j=1 ni+j nodes are
terminated. None of these are the all-one codeword as that has length b. From the
de%nition of dmin we get
Ii − 1−
dmin−1∑
j=1
ni+j6Si − 160:
Therefore there are no nodes that end in at least dmin ones of lengths i + dmin where
16i6b− dmin. Hence e6dmin − 1.
Combining all the above results proves the following corollary.
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Corollary 9. Algorithm 1 generates codes that are based on complete pre8x codes
with only one codeword extended (of a chosen length) to form an extended synchro-
nizing codeword that are the most e;cient possible.
5. Examples
Using Algorithm 1, it is easy to produce eIcient codes that contain an extended
synchronizing codeword. When using this algorithm, e will either be dmin or dmin − 1.
This produces a slight anomaly in some cases. Suppose some length vector (n1; : : : ; nM )
has a j such that Si61 for i¡ j, Si=1 for i=j and Si=0 for i¿ j. Let b be the length
of the codeword to be extended. Suppose b= j + dmin − 1. In this case, e = dmin and
the extended synchronizing codeword will have a length of j + 2dmin. Now suppose
b = j + dmin, e = dmin − 1. Once again the extended synchronizing codeword will
have length j + 2dmin. The second case is more eIcient as the longer codeword was
extended. This is further illustrated in Example 10.
Example 10. Algorithm 1 is used to generate codes based around the length vector
(0,1,6) which were derived from the probabilities ( 14 ;
1
8 ;
1
8 ;
1
8 ;
1
8 ;
1
8 ;
1
8 ). The extended
synchronizing codeword is marked by a double asterisk. First we try to make the
codeword of length 2 into an extended synchronizing codeword. This gives the code
C = {000; 001; 010; 011; 100; 101; 11110∗∗}.
We then make a codeword of length 3 into an extended synchronizing codeword. This
gives the code C′ = {01; 000; 001; 100; 101; 110; 11110∗∗}. C′ is clearly more eIcient
than C.
In Table 1 codes for the English alphabet with space are presented. The proba-
bilities of occurrence of the letters are obtained from [2] and then scaled so that
an EOL character is introduced every 50 characters. The length vector obtained is
(0; 0; 2; 8; 3; 9; 1; 1; 1; 1; 2). Code 1 is generated using Algorithm 1 with b=6 and e=2.
It is possible to design a code that combines the properties of extended synchronizing
codewords and also the synchronizing codewords (marked by an asterisk) of [1]. This
is demonstrated in Code 2. This code uses the same length vector and value of b as
Code 1 but needs e=4 so as not to contravene the synchronizing codeword. Additional
overhead may not always be necessary so care should be taken when designing such
a code.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we have considered complete pre%x codes. We have presented an al-
gorithm to extend these codes to include an extended synchronizing codeword (ESC).
We show that the codes produced by this algorithm always generate ESC’s with min-
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Table 1
Complete Pre%x codes for the English alphabet with an ESC
Letter Probability Code 1 Code 2
Space 0.1822 101 110
e 0.1010 011 101
t 0.1160 0001 1110
a 0.0780 0011 0000
o 0.0629 0100 0001
i 0.0619 0101 0010
n 0.0564 1000 0100
s 0.0504 1001 0101
r 0.0474 1101 1001
h 0.0458 1110 0110
l 0.0315 00001 01110∗
d 0.0311 00101 01111
u 0.0223 11001 10001
c 0.0214 000000 001110∗
f 0.0204 000001 001100
EOL 0.0200 111111110∗∗ 11111111110∗∗
m 0.0194 001001 001101
w 0.0172 110001 001111
y 0.0161 111100 100001
p 0.0149 111101 111100
g 0.0149 111110 111101
b 0.0124 001000 111110
v 0.0081 1100001 1000001
k 0.0048 11000001 10000001
x 0.0013 110000001 100000001
j 0.0008 1100000001 1000000001
q 0.0008 11000000000 10000000000
z 0.0005 11000000001 10000000001
imal overhead. Finally, we show that the synchronizing codewords of [1] can exist
in the same code as an ESC, suggesting codes that have very good synchronization
properties.
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